Our digitally-optimised range of Microservices can be seamlessly and swiftly integrated, enabling you to immediately benefit from our feature-rich, cloud-based API services. Enhance the performance of your core solution by leveraging curated knowledge from leading data providers and IoT to distil personalised and powerful insights. Through proactive notifications and real-time alerts, AdvantageGo’s system-agnostic Microservices open the possibility of true risk mitigation and are set to change commercial insurance software, forever.
ADVANTAGEGO’S MICROSERVICES

- **Event Service** - dynamic and consolidated real-time event notifications
- **Sanctions Service** - standardised service for carrying out sanctions check on named individuals
- **Currency Service** - currency exchange rate service for a single or batch currency request
- **Peril Scoring** - geo-location service providing layered peril scores
- **Asset Location** - real-time geo-location service for all assets
- **Zip Code** - address validation service
- **Asset Tracking** - real-time location tracking service for all assets as they move
- **Geocoding** - latitude and longitude co-ordinates service for any address
- **Credit Rating** - standardised service for credit ratings on named individuals or companies
- **Asset Zone Tracking** - service to define and monitor a geo-fenced area

**Score**

Taking Microservices to the next level, Score allows you to quickly and easily access augmented risk scores from leading data providers using our powerful cloud-based app.

Within seconds, correlated and normalised risk scores are presented on screen for any insurable asset across all lines of business. We’ve partnered with the best-in-class data providers to give you up-to-the-minute intelligence, and you can further enhance the value of the data by applying your own algorithms and calculations for deeper analysis.

At a glance, overviews and detailed underlying scores are available to help all risk professionals in your business make better-informed decisions.

**Aniita**

THE REVOLUTIONARY DIGITAL ASSISTANT

Combining Microservices with Aniita, you can access (re)insurance data and insights like never before. AdvantageGo’s revolutionary digital assistant Aniita means that for the first time, you have swift and accurate access to business-critical information. Wherever you are, you can easily access Aniita’s powerful curated insights by chatting with Aniita using your Smartphone or Amazon’s Alexa. Aniita connects to any policy administration, exposure management or third-party system as well as sourcing data from IoT and advanced machine learning, swiftly augmenting insights within seconds. Natural and responsive conversations and answers – when you need them.